Suggested interview questions for
Samuel L. Collins and the Search for Biblical Truths
Questions for Samuel Collins, Actor
1.
2.
3.
4.

How old are you?
How would you describe the DVD series in which you star?
What kind of clues do you have to solve?
What is the message of Samuel L. Collins and The Search for Biblical
Truths?
5. In the first DVD release, you’re tempted to keep the cash that a woman
drops on the ground in Singapore. Would that be a temptation for you in
real life?
6. What Scripture verse do you read in the DVD that points you in the right
direction?
7. What are you hoping that the children watching you on TV will learn?
8. Since your family travels so much, what have you noticed is different about
America?
9. Since you’ve been home educated from the beginning, how has that
training prepared you to act in this DVD series at the age of 13 today?
10.What’s your favorite Bible verse?
11.Why has Joshua 1:9 made such a strong impact on you?
12.Who is your favorite Bible character?
13. What trait does Paul have that you most admire?
14. I understand that you like to read historical fiction. Who is your favorite
author and what has he written that has had the greatest impact on you?
15.How did you get into the penmaking business?
16. What prompted you to set a goal at the age of 11 of paying for a house in
full before you get married?
(over)

Questions for John Collins, Producer
1. What is the Collins Family Mission statement?
2. How does the production of these DVD’s fit into the home education of
your two teenagers?
3. Viewers of Samuel L. Collins and The Search for BiblicalTruthswill be
encouraged to decipher clues with a cipher (SIGH-fer). What is a cipher
anyway?
4. What can the young viewers be qualified to win if they solve the clues on
your website which is www.SearchForBiblicalTruths.com?
5. A $10,000 Grand Prize seems pretty extravagant. Why did you decide to
put so much money on the line?
6. What is a parents’ grandest prayer?
7. How does Samuel L. Collins and The Search for BiblicalTruths prompt a child
watching the DVD series to do just that – to embrace the truths in God’s
Word as their own?

Questions for Kristi Collins, Writer
1. Your first episode was filmed in Singapore. Where else have you already
filmed and what other locations do you have in mind?
2. In addition to integrity, what other themes to you plan to explore?
3. As a mom, how does Samuel L. Collins and The Search for Biblical Truths fit
into the Christian entertainment world as we know it?
4. What do you think Christian children in America most struggle with?

To schedule an interview with the Collins Family, call Adam McManus
at 210.373.7499 or e-mail SearchForBiblicalTruth@gmail.com

